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A SCUPTURAL VASE
Toy is a sculptural vase in blown glass with
hand painted decors. The vase is made of
two pieces whose painted lines interact,
creating color combinations, distortions,
patterns and reflections on the vase.

Toy is more than a vase, it is a work of art in
limited edition. For each color version, only
100 numbered pieces are produced.

GUILLAUME DELVIGNE

TOY

Vase

MATERIALS
& FINISHES

FINISHES

MATERIALS

Black glass, transparent
glass, white lines, pink disc

- Hand painted blown glass
- Mecanic glass (disc)

Red glass, transparent glass
Black lines, blue disc

DIMENSIONS
& WEIGHT

OTHER DETAILS

2015

TOY VASE

WITH PACKAGING

HEIGHT
WIDTH
DEPTH

52cm / 20,4in.
24cm / 9,4in.
24cm / 9,4in.

53cm / 20,8in.
30cm / 12in.
45cm / 17,7in.

WEIGHT

7kg / 15lbs.

8,5kg / 19lbs.

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

Delivery: in stock
Blown glass is an artisanal product and
may present slight distortions.
Each line is painted by hand and may
present irregularities that make the
uniqueness of each vase.
Numbered editions of 50 by color,
delivered with a certificate of authenticity.

PACKAGING

1 luxury gift box

MAINTENANCE

Always use a microfiber cloth and rub
lightly. Never apply any solvents.

The designer
Guillaume Delvigne is a French designer of the
Nouvelle Vague. He worked for Marc Newson before
he created his own studio in 2011 and applied his
talent to fields as diverse as cooking appliances
for Tefal, vases for Hermès, or conceptual design
exhibited in the best Parisian galleries. His creations
share a soft and subtle approach of materials.
He also designed other projects for La Chance : the
Hal pendant lamp and the Swan pendant lamp.

La Chance
La Chance is a Paris based design company
producing furniture, lighting, accessories, rugs and
wallpaper with a strong and distinctive style.
La Chance gives a contemporary interpretation of
the ornamental and decorative French furniture
tradition rooted in the Art Deco period. The
creations of La Chance share a sophisticated, rich
and singular design based on noble materials. It
is a come back to a warm and uninhibited luxury,
breaking away from cold and conceptual design.La
Chance produces investment pieces that will get a
patina for the future generations to keep enjoying
this contemporary family furniture.
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